December 2021

Reminders

Dear Parents,
The end of the year is rapidly approaching, and Children’s
World is grateful to celebrate with all the children in our
community. We hope this season brings joy and happy
celebrations to all.

Children’s World will be closed for
Winter Break December 20th –
December 31st. Classes will
resume on January 3rd.
Classroom movements will take
effect on January 3rd, 2022.

Giving Back PART 2 Partnering with AWAIC
Last month the community of Children’s World showed the true
meaning of being gracious by donating hundreds of food items
and personal items to the Food Bank of Alaska. This month CWBM
has done it again and will be hosting another charity drive to help
children in need.
Children’s World will be partnering with the AWAIC organization
for the 3rd time, but this year AWAIC has asked for a different type
of donation.
AWAIC is asking for a Winter Clothing Drive for children. When
speaking with the Development Director, CWBM was informed
that often children arrive to the shelter with absolutely no clothes,
including winter gear. AWAIC has stated that these items are hard
to have in stock for all ages and is something they desperately
need.
AWAIC is asking for NEW:
HATS

SCARVES

GLOVES

SOCKS
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And MOSTLY NEW:
SNOW JACKETS AND SNOW PANTS
Items are being requested to be mainly new because AWAIC will have to treat and sanitize all
used items before they can be given to those in need. This process can be time consuming, and
the goal is to dress as many kids in need as fast as possible.
Items that are to be brought in used can not have any tears or stains and must be in good
condition. Any item that does not meet these standards will be returned to the family who
donated it.
AWAIC wants to remind people that their shelter houses INFANTS to TEENAGERS. Often older
children are overlooked during charity drives and CWBM will make sure to have items for all ages
and sizes in our donations.
Please drop all donations with your child’s head teacher.
Thank you.
Happy Holidays
Children’s World would like to wish all families a Happy Holidays and a Happy New Year. We are
so thankful to have this community and amazed by all the love that is felt every day within these
walls. We hope that everyone enjoys their celebrations, embraces their loved ones, and has
peace in their hearts and minds this holiday season.

Sincerely,

Children’s World Bilingual Montessori
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